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HE STUDY OF COLLISIONS BETWEEN ELECTRONS AND MOLECULES T is an old field, almost as old as the discovery of the electron itself. Yet it 
has never been a large field; indeed, if we confine our interest (as we do here) 
to low-energy collisions, only a handful of research groups, experimental or 
theoretical, are active throughout the world today. It might therefore be ap- 
propriate to begin with two questions: Why study such collisions at all? And 
why is so little research being done? 
There are both basic and applied answers to the first question. From the 
purely scientific point of view, low-energy electron-molecule collisions are 
uniquely interesting in several ways. (See the accompanying sidebar for an 
explanation of terms.) As manifestations of quantum-mechanical scattering, 
such collision processes are intermediate in complexity between the poten- 
tial-scattering problems found in textbooks and the collisions between two 
heavy particles (for example, two molecules) that are of interest in such areas 
as chemical reaction dynamics. The electron, being structureless, has no in- 
ternal degrees of freedom that might be excited( or de-excited during the 
collision, and so it can be characterized completely by its asymptotic veloc- 
ity and the orientation of its intrinsic spin. The formulation of the scattering 
problem is thus greatly simplified when one of the collision partners is an 
electron. Being light, however, the electron has a long de Broglie wavelength 
and so persists in acting fully quantum-mechanical at  much higher energies 
than would a heavy particle. (The lightest heavy particle found in normal 
matter, the proton or ' H  ion, is over 1,800 times as massive as the electron; 
common atoms such as carbon and oxygen are more than 10 times heavier 
still.) Yet at  all but the lowest energies, the electron's wavelength is not long 
enough, compared to the size of the molecule, to permit simplifying 
approximations. 
Meanwhile, a molecule makes a very interesting collision partner com- 
pared to, say, an atom. Atoms can almost always be treated as spherically 
symmetric, and the only internal degrees of freedom they e h b i t  (at energies 
of interest to us) are electronic-that is, changes in the state of motion of 
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Terms and Concepts the electron cloud surrounding the nucleus. Mol- ecules, on the other hand, have rotational deglees " 
of freedom (because they aren't round) as well as 
vibrational degrees of freedom (because they are 
made up ofatoms that can oscillate relative to one 
another). The possibility of exciting these motions 
adds an extra level ofcompleity to electron-mol- 
ecule collisions. A second level ofcompleity also 
derivei from the molecule$ aspherical shape, 
namely the dependence 
on both the electron's direction of incidence and 
its direction of departure relative to the 
(Though the molecule is rotating, its rotation is 
slow enough that we can almost always treat it as 
fixed in orientation for the duration of the calli- 
sion.) These compleities often be neglected 
or averaged away, but the development ofmeans 
to or calculate the relevant quantities is a 
topic of abiding research interest. 
Cobions and scattering theory 
bow is a manifestation of ektrOmagnetic scattering. When petroleum 
seismologists image rock layers by making loud noises and listening 
Closely to the echoes, they are engaged in applied acoustic scattering. In 
the microscopic world Of ate" and molecules, where the Wave proper- 
ties of matter are evident, quantum-mechanical Scattering theory is used 
to interpret-or to predict-what happens when objects with wavelike 
properties collide. Predicting the rates of gas-phase chemical reactions, 
for exampte, is a (very formidable!) problem in quantum scattering the- 
ory. Our own interest is the somewhat more tractable problem of e k -  
trons colliding with molecules. We use the laws of quantum mechanics 
to compute probabilities for different outcomes of a collision, such as 
elastic scattering or excitation of the molecule to a state that then falls 
apart. In the same way that knowledge of the acoustic properties of dif- 
ferent rocks is important to the seismologist, electron-collision probabili- 
ties for various gases are important to understanding transport and 
chemistry in fields such as atmospheric physics and plasma reactor 
design. 
Collision energies 
When we say we study low-energy electron-molecule collisions, what 
is meant by "low energy"? A convenient energy unit is  the eiectron-volt 
(ev), the kinetic energy an electron picks up when accelerated through 
a one-volt potential drop (1.6 x 1 0-19 joules, in 51 units). The kinetic en- 
ergies of the outer or valence electrons of molecules and atoms, those 
electrons responsible for chemical bonding, are on the order of 10 eV. 
The low-energy collision regime, in our usage, is that in which the inci- 
dent electron's kinetic energy is comparable to that of a valence 
electron-roughly 0 to 100 eV. At higher energies, approximations that 
greatly simplify the collision calculation begin to be valid. 
ooss sections 
or cross sections. In classical collision physics the connection between 
cross sections and probabilities is simple. For example, the probability 
that a dart thrown across a room will hit a soap bubble is proportionaL 
at low bubble densities, to the distance the dart flies, the density of hub- 
&, and the (average) cross-sectional area of one bubble. In quantum- 
mechanical scattering, we retain the name cross section for the ando- 
gous proportionality constant, with units of area, connecting the 
number of collision events having a specified OutCOme to the projectile's 
path length and the density of targets. Cross sections defined in this way 
may bear little relation to the "true" size of the target and will depend 
on the identity of the projectile, the collision energy, and what out~ome 
is specified-including the direction of scattering and the energy trans- 
fer, if any, between projectile and target. 
The interaction between sunlight and raindrops that produces a rain- 
Where does this problem appear? 
Applied interest in electron-molecule collisions 
derives mainly from the possibility that the mole- 
cule may be excited, dissociated, or ionized in 
such ~~~~~l~~ of systems in which 
electron-molecule collisions are important in- 
elude the upper and electrical 
discharges-environments far from 
librim, where ofenergy sufficient to gen- 
erate electrons by ionization matter in 
molecular form. 
area of special interest to us Over the past 
several years is low-temperature plasma process- 
ing of materials, one of the basic technologies of 
the semiconductor industry. Reactor designs vary, 
but a 
principles is this: a gas mixture flows between two 
electrodes, at one of which sits the surface to be 
modified (a sem~conductor wafer, for example). A 
high-frequency electromagnetic field whose peak 
electrical breakdown 
is applied between the electrodes. Electrons ac- 
celerated by the field with molecules 
gas, generating excited molecules, ions, atoms, 
and radicals (neutral fragments). Some of the 
atoms, and radicals so generated reach the surface 
being treated, where they produce desired 
effect-sputtering, etching, deposition of a new 
layer, and so on. By using polymer or oxide masks 
to protect selected areas of the surface, patterns 
can be formed and microelectronic circuits built ---- 
up. Of course such systems must be carefully con- sands or tens of dousands of kelvins. Even if the 
trolled to avoid producing undesired effects. gas density and exposure times were small enQugh 
If ws were to generate the reactive species that to avoid outright melting of the surface, the re- 
modify the surface thermally-by direct heating sulting thermal damage would be unacceptable. 
.ofthe gas-we would need tem\peratures of thou- The secret of low-temperature plasma processing 
illustrating general , Collision probabilities are conventionally expressed as effective areas, 
is sufficient to 
. 
~~ 
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lies in oscillating the applied field. The frequency 
of this oscillation (typically 13.56 MHz) is high 
enough that only the electrons, and not the much 
heavier ions, acquire substantial kinetic energies 
before the field reverses direction. Kinematics pre- 
vents the transfer of significant kinetic energy in 
an electron-molecule collision just as it does in the 
collision between a ping-pong ball and a bowling 
ball; thus, the average kmetic energy of the heavy 
particles (that is, their temperature) remains low. 
Electron-molecule collisions, then, are an essential 
mechanism in low-temperature plasmas, uniquely 
able to transfer energy to molecules’ internal de- 
grees of freedom while avoiding energy transfer 
to translational degrees of freedom. 
More sophisticated and more reliable plasma 
models and reactor simulations are being devel- 
oped. Tools of this type will be needed in the fu- 
ture, since the growth in density and complexity 
of microelectronic circuitry places ever greater 
demands on the plasma processes used.’ Reliable 
models will require, as input, extensive and accu- 
rate data about the microscopic processes that oc- 
cur in the plasma and at the surface, with elec- 
tron-molecule collision data being particularly 
important. 
Why are such data not, in general, available? 
The short answer is that these things are both 
hard to measure and hard to calculate. Measure- 
ments are difficult for a number of reasons: 
Computing cross sections 
Rather than try to compute the wave function 
(which contains all of the physical information) 
from scratch, we choose a limited “space” or set 
of known functions, and look for the best approx- 
imate wave function that can be formed as a com- 
bination of functions in that space. To do this, we 
must give a precise meaning to the term “best ap- 
proximate wave function.” This can be done by 
means of a variational principle: an expression for 
some quantity of interest that is stationary about 
the exact answer, or in other words contains only 
second-order errors when the wave function it- 
self contains first-order errors. Since we are in- 
terested in scattering, we use a variational princi- 
ple for the scattering amplitude, whose square 
modulus gives the cross section or probability. 
The startingloint is Schrodinger’s equation, 
AY=O, where H= E -H is the energy minus the 
Hamiltonian operator and Y (rl, r2, . . ., r,v+,) is the 
( N +  1)-electron wave function for an N-electron 
molecule plus an incident electron. Dividing H 
into the Hamiltonian for a free molecule and free 
electron, H,, and an interaction term V, we can 
rewrite Schrodinger’s equation as 
and formally “solve” to obtain the Lippmann- 
Schwinger integral equation: 
+ low-energy electrons are easily deflected by Y = y +  G,‘+)VY (2 ) 
stray fields, 
+ inelastic processes often have small cross sec- 
tions (see the sidebar) and overlap in energy, 
and 
Here yis a solution to ( E -  H,)y/= 0, and Go(’) is 
the Green’s function associated with H,. That is, 
+ many of the gases used in industry are hazardous G ~ ) ( E )  = lim 1 (3)  
to both humans and laboratory equipment. E+O+ E -  Ho +i€ 
Calculations are difficult because the underlylng 
equation, the Schrodinger equation, is a second- 
order differential equation in many variables. 
Even if we neglect the motion of the molecule’s 
nuclei, as we often can, we must consider its elec- 
trons on an equal footing with the projectile elec- 
tron. Even for small molecules this can mean 
dozens of variables. Approximation methods must 
be used, but they must be methods capable of 
high accuracy. Such methods are very demanding 
of computational resources, and progress in cal- 
culating cross sections for polyatomic molecules 
has awaited the development of high-performance 
computing. Those interested in details of our 
technique for solving this problem can read about 
it in the next section, which might otherwise be 
skimmed; the succeeding section deals with com- 
putational issues. 
The quantity we are after is the scattering am- 
plitudef,,(k, k’): this describes the transition from 
an initial situation in which the electron has a mo- 
mentum (in appropriate units) k and the molecule 
is in a state labeled n to a final situation with elec- 
tron momentum k‘ and target state n’. Using the 
Lippmann-Schwinger equation, the scattering 
amplitude can be written in a number of different 
ways; the particular form we are interested in is 
(Here we use Dirac bra-ket notation, in which ( I 
and I ) angle brackets imply integration over the 
electron coordinates rl, r2, ..., ray+,.) By applymg 
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Equation 2 ,  it is easy to show that this expression 
amounts tof=f+f-f :  The reason we are inter- 
ested in this peculiar form is that, as Julian 
Schwinger first pointed out,' it is variationally sta- 
ble-that is, first-order errors in the wave func- 
tions Y,(k) and Y,l,(k) lead to second-order er- 
rors in the computed approximation tofnn.(k, k'). 
As is true of the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure com- 
monly applied to the eigenvalue problems of com- 
putational chemistry, the variational stability of 
Schwinger's expression is the key to the formula- 
tion of an efficient approximation method. 
To implement Equation 4 numerically, we in- 
troduce a basis set: that is, we approximate Y,(k) 
and YrZ,(k') as sums of known functions xz (rl, 
rz,. . , r.v+l). We determine the unknown coeffi- 
cients x:) andy,'"" (where the superscripts (n) and 
(n') are indices, not exponents) in these sums by 
imposing the requirement of variational stability: 
These stei)s lead to working equations 
The last step in reducing the Schwinger varia- 
tional principle to practice is to express the many- 
electron functions x, and I+I/,, (k) in such a way that 
we can evaluate the matrix elements A,  and b,'") of 
Equations 7 and 8. The x, we take to be spin- 
adapted determinants of one-electron orbitals- 
configuration state functions (CSFs), in quantum- 
chemical terminology. The orbitals are in turn 
represented as sums of Cartesian Gaussian func- 
tions r,, 
The yn(k) are products of target electronic 
states Qn and plane waves exp(zk.r,,,) that repre- 
sent a free electron; by also approximating Q,) as a 
sum of CSFs, we a t  last reduce all needed inte- 
grals in Equations 7 and 8 to three types. The first 
type includes one- and two-electron Coulomb- 
potential integrals over Gaussians, 
and 
gate and the elements of matrices A and b (a one- as well as one-electron kinetic-energy integrals 
and . 
by' = (X, I V I vn(k)) 
where V' is the Laplacian operator in r. The second 
type is similar to the first, but one of the Gaussians 
is replaced by a plane wave, exp(i k.rh,+l), giving one- 
(8) electron integrals 
For problems involving only one channel, or (ca(r))&lexp(i k.r)) (13)  
state n of the target, these worlung equations are 
adequate. When more than one channel is in- and two-electron integrals 
volved, however, representation of the Green's 
function G,'" can be problematic. For this reason, 
we work with a slight modification' of Equation 
4 in which a projection operator Pis introduced to 
project Go(') onto a finite number of energetically 
accessible channels. This modification preserves 
variational stability and leads to the replacement 
of Equation 7a with 
where Gp(f) is the projected version of Go('). An im- 
portant feature of the resulting expression is that 
the trial wave function need not satisfy scattering 
boundary conditions3 and may therefore be ex- 
pandecfin numerically convenient functions such 
as Cartesian Gaussians. 
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No kinetic-energy integrals of ths  second type are 
required. Both types of integrals can be evaluated 
analpcally (which in fact is why Gaussians are used 
instead of the physically more appropriate expo- 
nential functions). The remaining type of integral 
involves the Green's function. Matrix elements of 
VG/)Vcannot be evaluated analymally; however, 
an efficient quadrature procedure can be devised' 
that requires only integrals of the second type. 
Electron-molecule collision calculations are 
done on a single molecule, usually taken to be 
fixed in space. Most experimental situations, and 
most natural or technological environments 
where electron-molecule collisions occur, involve 
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a large number of electrons and molecules, with 
the latter being oriented at random. In compar- 
ing to experimental results, therefore, we most of- 
ten average our computed cross section over all 
possible molecular orientations. 
Parallel implementation 
Before we describe how our method is imple- 
mented on massively parallel machines, it might 
be helpful to look at  which steps in the above for- 
mulation are numerically intensive. The key scal- 
ing parameters are the number of Gaussians, G; 
the number of different scattering outcomes, or 
...................... 
Cross-section 
calculations for larger 
molecules may require 
7 013 floating-point 
operdtions, pointing up 
the need for high- 
performance computers. 
-+++++ 
channels, considered in the cal- 
culation, C; and the number of 
momentum vectors k consid- 
ered, K. It is apparent that the 
number of two-electron inte- 
grals involving three Gaussians 
and a plane wave exp(ik.r) is 
proportional to G 3K, while the 
number of operations required 
to reduce those integrals to ma- 
trix elements A, and b,’”) can be 
shown’ to be proportional to 
C2G4K. Typical ranges are 
1-10,50-250, and 1,000-50,000 
for C, G, and K, respectively. 
(The large values of K arise be- 
- 
cause the quadrature of f G t ) V i s  over the mag- 
nitude and angles of a k variable.) When the num- 
ber of channels is small, most of the time is spent 
evaluating integrals, partly because the number of 
operations required to evaluate one integral is 
fairly large and partly because the transformation 
step is more efficient than the evaluation step (for 
reasons explained later). As C increases, however, 
the transformation of the integrals rapidly comes 
to dominate. The VO associated with the quad- 
rature data set (whose volume grows as C3G2)  and 
the solution of the system Ax = b (which requires 
on the order of C3G operations) also become sig- 
nificant parts of the calculation when Cis large. 
As implied by these scaling relations, cross- 
section calculations for larger molecules may re- 
quire on the order of 10l3 floating-point opera- 
tions, pointing up the need for high-performance 
computers. We have thus sought to develop scal- 
able methods capable of exploiting massively par- 
allel processors with hundreds or thousands of 
processors. We believe that high scalability is an 
appropriate design goal for most computational 
chemistry codes. A scalable method targeted at  
MPPs will generally also work well when applied 
to smaller problems on smaller systems, such as a 
cluster of workstations; however, methods de- 
signed without scalability in mind are unlikely to 
be successful on MPPs. 
Program organization 
Our program (known as SMC, for “Schwinger 
multichannel”) for treating electron-molecule 
scattering performs each of the significant com- 
putational tasks-integral evaluation, transforma- 
tion of integrals to required matrix elements, WO, 
and solution of the linear equations-in parallel. 
We wrote the program using a coarse-grained, 
loosely synchronous message-passing model that is 
appropriate to distributed-memory MPPs based 
on powerful microprocessors. Its origmal imple- 
mentation was for the JPLKaltech Mark IIIfP 
hypercube; since then, we have ported it to MPPs 
made by Intel, nCube, and Cray Research. 
The parallel portion of the calculation is pre- 
ceded by a sequential portion that digests user in- 
put and calculates all quantities that depend only 
on the integrals of Equations 10-1 2. The parallel 
program computes the remaining quantities, 
those depending on the much more numerous 
class of integrals that involve a plane wave, Equa- 
tions 13 and 14. After assembling the matrices A 
and b‘”), the program then can generate scatter- 
ing amplitudes by solving the resulting linear sys- 
tem (Equation 6). 
It is easy to see that the integral evaluation step 
in our calculation can be parallelized. Each inte- 
gral can be computed independently of the oth- 
ers from the parameters defining the Gaussian 
and plane-wave functions involved. We need only 
provide each processor with the relevant parame- 
ters, routines for computing an integral, and a 
mechanism for deciding which subset of integrals 
to compute. This mechanism must be chosen very 
carefully, however, since it will affect almost every 
other aspect of the parallel program, including 
load balance, scalability, and the amount of com- 
munica tion overhead. 
Data decomposition 
Our scheme for partitioning integrals is rather 
straightforward (see Figure 1). Envisioning the 
collection of processors as a rectangular grid, we 
use a static decomposition of the integral set over 
that grid. That is, which integrals are computed 
by a given processor is predetermined from the 
processor’s row and column numbers within the 
logical grid. Among the parameters appearing in 
Equation 14, the direction G of the vector k and 
an index to distinct pairs (a, p) are distributed 
over the two dimensions of the grid; the magni- 
tude I k I and the y index are treated sequentially. 
With this partitioning scheme, each processor 
will have the same number of integrals to evalu- 
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Figure 1. Scheme for partitioning the calculation of integrals and performing integral transformations in 
parallel. The right-hand matrix contains integrals /(a, p, 
row index labels (a, p)  pairs, and the column index labels angles k. Both dimensions are distributed in 
scattered fashion over processors. The integrals are transformed into matrix elements involving many- 
electron configuration state functions through distributed matrix multiplication using a coefficient matrix 
C (on thP left). The process is repeated for each '/. 
k) defined by Equation 14 in the text. The 
ate, but the time required to evaluate each inte- 
gral can vary depending on the parameters of the 
functions involved. To avoid load imbalance, we 
use a scattered, rather than block, distribution of 
the (a, P)-pair and fc indices: successive indices are 
assigned to successive rows or columns of the 
processor mesh in cyclic fashion, as shown in Fig- 
ure 1. This "scrambling" of assignments, together 
with the large number of integrals (typically thou- 
sands) each processor computes for fixed yand 
I k I , achieves good load balance, 
Communication 
Load balance is one essential attribute of an ef- 
ficient parallel program; low communication over- 
head is another. Computing the integrals requires 
no communication a t  all, so we are off to a good 
start. Yet the integrals are of no interest in them- 
selves: we are after the matrices A and b"". Many 
steps intervene between the integrals and the ele- 
ments of these matrices. These steps include linear 
transformations from the Gaussian basis to a dif- 
ferent set of one-electron functions (called molec- 
zilnl- ol-bit&), application of rules for forming 
many-electron matrix elements from one- and 
two-electron integrals, and quadratures. Each of 
these steps necessarily involves communication. 
Can that communication be done efficiently? 
The linear-transformation and quadrature op- 
erations pose no difficulties. Both can be cast in 
terms of matrix multiplication, with a regular pat- 
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tern of data access, and hence of communication, 
and with a favorable ratio of computation to com- 
munication. The questionable step is the imposi- 
tion of the rules for constructing many-particle 
integrals from the one- and two-electron inte- 
grals. In our original program, these rules were 
applied after the linear transformations to molec- 
ular orbitals, a t  which point they connect each in- 
tegral to a t  most a few many-electron matrix ele- 
ments. Accomplishing this sparse transformation 
on a parallel machine would appear to require ei- 
ther massive data motion with relatively little 
computation, a very intricate program controlling 
a correspondingly intricate communication pat- 
tern, or both. Suppose, however, we fuse this step 
with the linear-transformation step preceding it. 
Then the rules governing the formation of manp- 
electron matrix elements, rather than being ap- 
plied directly, can be used to control the con- 
struction of a coefficient matrix. This will take us, 
in one operation, from the integrals of Equations 
13 and 14 to the desired many-particle matrix el- 
ements. The elements of this coefficient matrix 
are labeled in one dimension by pairs (a, p> of 
Gaussians, and in the other dimension by the 
many-electron functions (see Figure 1); they are 
formed by summing products of the coefficients 
for the linear transformation from Gaussians to 
molecular orbitals in appropriately weighted com- 
binations.' The  coefficient matrix can be con- 
structed without interprocessor communication, 
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while the combined transformation step involves 
multiplication of large, dense, distributed matri- 
ces, and thus involves only simple and efficient 
communication. 
Our program spends the great majority of its 
time cycling through the steps just described, con- 
structing and transforming successive batches of 
integrals. Periodically, as all integrals for a given 
magnitude I k I are completed, quadratures over 
the angles c( are done (also by distributed matrix 
multiplication) and intermediate data are written 
to disk. When all data necessary ++*.+*+*+...*+ . +*. - 
Memory limitations Can 
for numerical quadrature of the 
Green’s function term VG‘+)V 
are available, the program enters 
be reduced 
careful instruction 
a second phase, first using a sim- 
ilar cyclic structure to construct 
matrices b(”) at specified energies, 
then completing the Green’s 
but at function quadrature, assembling 
A,  and solving for the vector of 
unknowns x .  In the solution 
step, either we use a parallel LU 
the expense of writing 
assembler code. 
........................ (lower-upper) factorization mu- 
tine (due to Paul Hipes), or, 
when more control over nearly 
singular systems is needed, we save the A and b‘”’ 
matrices to disk and later apply an SVD (singular- 
value decomposition) solver on a sequential ma- 
chine. Solving the equations in either case is a mi- 
nor constituent of the overall computation. 
Performance considerations 
Our program has been used in production work 
on a number of parallel machines, including the 
nCube 2 ,  the Cray T3D, and the Intel iPSC/860, 
Delta, and Paragon. Though we have not engaged 
in detailed benchmarhng, we have paid attention 
to performance issues and made fairly extensive 
optimizations where warranted. The computers 
we used vary greatly in speed and each has its idio- 
syncrasies, but certain general observations about 
our program’s performance apply to all machines 
and may therefore be of interest to those contem- 
plating the parallelization of similar programs. 
Much of what we have learned about floating- 
point performance can be encapsulated in one 
statement. What works well on a vector super- 
computer also works well on an MPP node; what 
does poorly on a vector machine generally does 
poorly on an MPP. This observation is not origi- 
nal with us but is worth repeating, since it may be 
at  variance with expectations raised by the terms 
“scalar” and “superscalar” applied to RISC mi- 
croprocessors. Although such RISC processors 
are indeed capable in principle of completing one 
or more floating-point operations per clock tick 
without using special vector registers, in practice 
the main memory in current MPPs cannot pro- 
vide operands and store results fast enough to sus- 
tain such speeds. Memory limitations can often 
be reduced with careful instruction scheduling but 
usually at the expense of writing assembler code. 
Truly breakmg the memory bottleneck requires 
reuse of data in fast (cache) memory, so that the 
ratio of floating-point operations to main- 
memory references is high. Not all algorithms can 
be implemented to reuse cache this way, and com- 
pilers do not always do an adequate job with those 
that can. The user who, like us, is not willing to 
resort to assembly programming therefore may 
expect a large fraction of peak performance only 
when able to employ optimized library routines 
for common procedures like matrix multiplica- 
tions and Fourier transforms. 
Our program’s performance 
With the preceding observation as context, it 
is easy to understand the relative performance of 
the principal sections of our program. Integrals 
over Gaussians and plane waves are computed via 
a fairly intricate set of Fortran subroutines, 
within which few opportunities for vectorization 
exist. This part of the computation tends to run 
at roughly 10 percent of peak both on vector su- 
percomputers and on MPPs. In the construction 
of the transformation matrix, there is some com- 
plicated logic at the top level, but most of the 
computational work is in the form of vector- 
vector manipulations. Optimized routines from 
the BLAS 1 library can be used here, but with no 
opportunity for cache reuse; therefore perfor- 
mance, though it may be two or three times bet- 
ter than for integral evaluation, is still far below 
peak. The transformation of integrals to many- 
electron matrix elements, however, being a 
distributed-matrix multiplication, has as its kemel 
the multiplication of local matrix blocks. Ma- 
trix-matrix multiplication does very well on cur- 
rent MPPs because of the extensive cache reuse 
possible; on large problems 90 percent or more 
of peak speed can be obtained. Thus, in spite of 
the communication overhead it contains, the 
transformation step is by far the most efficient of 
our major procedures. 
The relative importance of the different sec- 
tions of our program varies considerably depend- 
ing on the molecule under study and the type of 
investigation being done. Consequently, the over- 
all speed also varies considerably. It would of 
course be possible to design a calculation that was 
entirely dominated by integral transformations 
and that would display very impressive perfor- 
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mance, but we have not tried to do this. In the 
course of our production work so far, we have 
seen sustained speeds up to about S Gflops for 
some runs on larger systems such as a 256- 
processor T3D and a 5 12-processor Paragon; we 
expect to see considerably higher speeds on more 
extensive calculations to be undertaken in the near 
future. The impact of parallel computing on our 
work can be gauged from the fact that speeds in 
the S-Gflops range represent an improvement of 
about two orders of magnitude over what our pro- 
gram achieved on vector supercomputers. 
I10 and communication 
So far we have discussed only floating-point 
performance. Interprocessor communication and 
disk I/O are also important considerations on 
MPPs. Since most of our communication occurs 
inside a distributed-matrix multiplication, com- 
munication overhead is not significant unless the 
problem is small enough, and the computer large 
enough, that the matrix subblocks assigned to in- 
dividual processors are very small. (How small is 
“very sm’all” depends on the communication 
bandwidth and latency of the MPP.) In that case, 
however, we ought simply to run on fewer 
processors. Disk I/O is a more serious considera- 
tion. Most of our VO is associated with the quad- 
rature data set for evaluating the Green’s func- 
tion. In some cases, the size of this data set can 
reach a few gigabytes. Both its writing and its 
reading can be parallelized, since each processor 
stores and subsequently retrieves different data. 
However,*we found that in one case (the Intel 
Paragon), seemingly natural parallel I/O strate- 
gies may perform at much less than 1 Mbyte per 
second, implying I/O times for multigigabyte 
data sets on the order of hours. That much over- 
head is tolerable, if barely, while generating the 
data set, since its generation requires hours of 
computation and it need be written only once. 
However, we typically wish to read it back many 
times in order to calculate cross sections at many 
different energies. Fortunately, restructuring the 
data set and the way it is read to match the phys- 
ical structure of the parallel file system gave us 
vastly improved performance-about 30 Mbytes 
per second, close to the maximum expected rate 
on the particular Paragon used. 
Applications 
We have applied our method to low-energy elec- 
tron collisions with a variety of molecules over the 
past several years. As mentioned earlier, a partic- 
ular focus of our research has been the computa- 
tion of cross sections relevant to modeling low- 
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Figure 2. Cross section for the elastic scattering of low-energy electrons 
by boron trichloride, BCI,. 
temperature plasmas used in semiconductor man- 
ufacturing. We have looked at 
+ hydrides such as PH,, SiH,, and Si,H, used in 
+ halogen compounds such as CF, and BCl, used 
+ species such as Sic1 and SiF, that are formed as 
doping or deposition; 
in etching; and 
byproducts of etching. 
Many of our recent studies have been carried out 
as part of a Sematech-funded project to generate 
cross-section data for BCl, etching plasmas. In ad- 
dition to these semiconductor-related studies, we 
have pursued a long-standing interest in atmos- 
pheric species with investigations of molecules 
such as N,, CO, and CO,. 
Figure 2 illustrates some typical features of low- 
energy electron-molecule cross sections. In par- 
ticular it shows a calculated cross section for elas- 
tic scattering of electrons by BCl, as a function of 
both the collision energy and the scattering an- 
gle. At low energy, the cross section displays con- 
siderable structure. This structure is due to reso- 
nances, that is, states in which the impinging 
electron becomes temporarily bound to the mol- 
ecule, forming a metastable negative ion. At col- 
lision energies where resonances occur, the prob- 
ability of scattering is enhanced, and peaks are 
observed in the cross section as a function of en- 
ergy. The angular pattern of scattering is also af- 
fected by resonances, since the probability of es- 
cape in various directions reflects the symmetry 
of the state in which the electron is temporarily 
trapped. At higher energies, the cross section be- 
comes smoother as a function of both energy and 
angle and begins to decrease in magnitude; small- 
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angle or near-forward scattering and large-angle 
or near-backward scattering (the latter from 
“hard” or nearly head-on collisions) come to 
dominate. These features are typical of elastic 
cross sections, though the details, especially the 
number and nature of resonances, vary. Inelastic 
collisions have many of the same features, but 
generally have much smaller cross sections and a 
greater variety of angular behavior. 
s parallel computers continue their rapid ad- A vance in size and power, we anticipate that 
substantial improvements will be possible in both 
the scope and accuracy of computational studies 
of electron-molecule collisions. At the same time, 
refinements and enhancements to our programs 
will make it possible to study processes that are 
currently beyond our capabilities. The future of 
computational electron-molecule collision re- 
search thus appears bright. 
The greatest promise of high-performance 
computing, however, lies not in isolated advances 
in individual fields of study such as ours, but in 
the simultaneous development of computational 
approaches to a whole set of closely related prob- 
lems. In the case of plasma-based materials pro- 
cessing, for example, there is reason to hope that 
data from numerical studies of collisions and re- 
actions will support sophisticated, three-dimen- 
sional plasma models and that those models can 
in turn form the basis of computer-aided design 
and optimization tools for plasma reactors. Such a 
complete computational treatment of a complex 
physical system, extending from the submicro- 
scopic realm (where quantum mechanics applies), 
to the macroscopic scale of eight-inch wafers, 
would have been unimaginable, or a t  least 
unimagnably expensive, without the dramatic ad- 
vances in computer power that MPPs based on 
microprocessors have made possible. We look for- 
ward to making a useful contribution as such uni- 
fied computational approaches evolve. + 
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